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Synopsis

The fragments of late-Babylonian cuneiform texts published here extend our evidence of 
the elegant and consistent manner in which account was made of the influence of lunar and 
solar anomalies upon the variable time intervals between syzygies of the same kind of sun 
and moon.

Several new functions appear for the first time, most notably two associated with the 
lengths of six-month intervals.

ACT No. 55 is republished as an appendix. It turns out to be a lunar ephemeris in 
which the 223 months of the Saros are broken up into twenty intervals: eighteen 12-month 
intervals, one six-month, and one one-month interval.
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The texts1 published here, all in the British Museum, and all deriving 
from unscientific excavations at Babylon some ninety years ago, amplify 
and extend our evidence for the treatment of the influence of lunar velocity 

on various interesting time intervals in Babylonian lunar theory according 
to System A, in the terminology of ACT.2

In the course of the last years, a series of texts has luckily come within 
our ken and control which, in conjunction with the ACT material, has made 
it possible to understand and appreciate the consistent and elegant manner 
in which account was made of the effect of lunar and solar anomaly upon 
the variable time intervals between syzygies of sun and moon.3

The problem is, in modern terms, the following: If the velocity of the 
sun is ns, that of the moon vm, and the time of a syzygy /0, then the length 
of the subsequent month, At, is determined by

> + At
(ym - Ps)df = 360°,

and analogously, if more syzygies are involved.
The Babylonian approach is to separate the effect of the variable lunar 

velocity and that of the variable solar velocity into two independent, addi
tive terms, for the interval between two consecutive syzygies of the same 
kind, that is, one true synodic month, is expressed thus:

1 The texts are published through the courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum. My 
visits to the British Museum, as well as part of my subsequent work, were supported by grants 
from the National Science Foundation. I wish to acknowledge, once again, my debt of gratitude 
to Dr. Richard Barnett, Keeper, and Dr. Edmond Sollberger, Deputy Keeper, of Western 
Asiatic Antiquities for their hospitality and helpfulness. Finally, I wish to thank Miss Janice 
Henderson for her great assistance in the preparation of the reconstructed tables. Moreover, 
a variety of auxiliary tables concerning B, 0, and related functions, executed by the Yale Com
puter according to her very ingenious programs, have greatly facilitated the work with these 
texts.

2 For this and similar abbreviations see the Bibliography at the end. I shall adhere, wher
ever possible, to the terminology of this central work.

3 See Neugebauer [11, Aaboe [1] and [2]. The present paper is, as it were, the fourth in this 
sequence of publications of texts, and 1 shall assume some familiarity with the previous three.
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At = 29d + GH + JH,4

where G depends on lunar velocity, and J on solar velocity, or rather the 
longitude of the latter syzygy involved.5 Similarly it was discovered recently 
that the length of twelve consecutive months is determined by

At = 354d+/1H + YH

where it is Zl that depends on lunar velocity, and Y on longitude.6
It is the family of functions to which G and A belong that is of primary 

concern. These functions are derived, not, as one might suspect, from the 
column representing lunar velocity, but from the related Column ø through 
the application of a simple difference principle.

Column 0, we have learned, measures the length of one Saros, i.e., of 
223 consecutive lunations, taking into account only the effect of a variable 
lunar velocity so that

1 Saros = 6585d + 0H

omitting, possibly, a term depending on solar anomaly, or longitude.7
The relations between 0 and lunar velocity F, as well as between ø and 

G, and ø and A, have been discussed in earlier publications.8 There is, how
ever, a certain symmetry relation which will be important in the following, 
and which I should like to derive here, though the derivation is very obvious. 
First it must be noted that to a certain syzygy is assigned the 0-value as
sociated with the Saros beginning at that syzygy, while a value of one of the 
other functions (G, A, etc.) is assigned to the syzygy ending the relevant 
lunation interval.

Figure 1 shows in schematic form the structure of the table generating 
G from 0. Here ø is to appear in its truncated version.9 The readily justified 
relation underlying this scheme is

G(n + 224) = G(n +1 )+(0(n +1) - 0(ti)).

The symmetry rule in question may now be derived as follows. The value 
0(n) measures the Saros bounded by syzygies number n and n + 223; im-

1 Id  6H (large hours) = 6,0° (time degrees). The large hour is a unit introduced for the sake 
of convenience in the modern literature; the Babylonian unit is the time degree (us).

5 There is no distinction between anomalistic and sidereal year in Babylonian astronomy.
6 cf. Aaboe [2].
7 cf. Aaboe [1] and [2|.
8 v. d. Waerden [1], p. 148 f., Aaboe [1] and [2].
9 Whenever a value of 0 exceeds 2,13,20 it is replaced by 2,13,20, and whenever it is smaller 

than 1,58,31,6,40 it is replaced by 1,58,31,6,40 (see Aaboe [1]).
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Gcn+2.vO-&Cn+i) lAfcn+D- fcnj)
• Fig. 1.

fiCn) <^cn+i) ' d><n) G (ti+t)

$(n+Z23) a (n+ZZV)
• • *

mediately preceding this Saros is the month measured by G(n), and imme
diately following it is the month measured by G(n + 224) as shown in Figure 2.

If we now invert the time axis, the following two changes will take place:

(i) 0(/?) will now belong to a branch of the opposite kind (ascending or 
descending) of the zig-zag function, and
(ii) it will be associated with the value G(zz + 224) which measures the now 
immediately preceding month.

K0- n~1 K

Thus, if we take a 0-value in the first column of the table generating 
G from 0, and place it on a branch of the opposite kind, it is to be associated 
with the G-value in the next line. The same holds for other schemes of the 
same character.

Texts A and B below doubtless derive from the same tablet, though they 
do not join physically. Text A consists of ACT No. 207cd joined by three 
new fragments. My earlier conjecture that ACT No. 207cd once was part 
of a table generating G from ø is now confirmed.10 Further, Text A gives 
evidence of a hitherto unattested function — I call it Column G’ - which, 
I believe, is G transformed into days and augmented by a constant which 
I cannot justify to my satisfaction.

In Text C we find 0 related to another new column — I call it A’ - which 
is simply A increased by a constant for which, once again, I fail to find a 
satisfactory astronomical motivation.

n +22} n *22>f  

t
Fig. 2.

10 Aaboe [1], p. 25.
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Text I), though fragmentary and ill preserved, presents us with yet 
another new function — I call it W — belonging to the family of derivates 
from 0. I am quite certain that it is associated with a six-month interval, 
even as A is with twelve lunations.

ACT No. 55 is republished and reconstructed as a natural appendix to 
these new texts. It was principally an awareness of the functions associated 
with various lunation intervals that made it possible to understand this 
text. It turns out to be a fragment of an “ephemeris” for conjunctions of 
suu and moon, probably covering an entire Exeligmos, or triple Saros, with 
each Saros of 223 months broken up into 18 twelve-month intervals, one 
one-month interval, and one six-month interval. These various intervals are 
represented by /l, G, and a version of W, with their associated corrections 
for solar anomaly and for change in length of daylight. The agreement be
tween the text and W as reconstructed from Text I) is not quite what I had 
hoped for, though the corresponding correction Z is precisely what was 
predicted.

A remark about my transcriptions: I usually represent the Babylonian 
month names by Roman numerals (I = bar, etc.), the two-wedge separation 
sign, most often used as zero, by and zodiacal signs by their standard 
sigla. All the texts employ the cursive form of 9. Whenever possible, I 
outline the preserved surface of the text in the larger reconstructed tables. 
Photographs of Texts A—1) are presented on Plate I.

Text A and B

Text A: B.M. 36699 (80-6-17,431 ) +36846 (80-6-17,586)4-37079 (80-6-17, 
825)+ 37886 (80-6-17,1643)

Text B: B.M. 36908 (80-6-17,649)
Provenance: Babylon (B.M. numbers).
Content: Auxiliary table for Columns 0, G, G' from lunar System A.
Transcription: Tables 1 and 2.

Description of Text
The fragments which make up Text A form a piece of a tablet with part 

of the upper edge, but no other edges, preserved. Hand, size of writing, 
and content indicate that Text B doubtless was part of the same original 
tablet, but loo much clay is missing for a physical join. B. M. 36846 was 
previously published as ACT No. 2O7cd.
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Horizontal alignment is strictly observed, but the scribe has the habit 
of occasionally spacing the digits of a short entry so as to fill the entire width 
of the column.

Identification of obverse and reverse is made on the basis of content and 
the presence of a horizontal ruling and a blank space near the bottom of 
the reverse; nothing remains of the expected colophon.

The text appears to be analogous to the one in which A is derived from 0. 
Thus 1 expect that when unbroken it had some 60 lines to each side, as does 
my reconstruction, and four columns, of which only three arc still in evidence. 
The missing column, also giving 0-values, would be the first of the four.

The preserved parts of Texts A and B are outlined in Tables 1 and 2.
In my transcription of Col. Ill, I have used “0” to indicate an empty 

sexagesimal place, though the text has nothing corresponding save, perhaps, 
a gap between 29 and the next non-zero digit.

Commentary
Of the three preserved columns only two — those giving corresponding 

values of 0 and G — are in evidence in the fragment published as ACT 
No. 207cd. From the obverse, and the few traces then visible on the reverse, 
Neugebauer concluded that the text when unbroken gave a complete list 
of corresponding values of ø and G in agreement with the standard conver
sion table. This conclusion is confirmed by the new fragments, but two new 
features are now apparent.

First, the first ten lines of Obv. I have entries which are shorter than 
the normal 6-place sexagesimals of the 0-values in this column. Whenever 
endings are preserved they are . . .,20. It is now clear — as it could not have 
been al the time of publication of ACT — that the entries all must be 2,13,20, 
the effective maximum of 0. This strengthens my earlier suspicion that ACT 
No. 207cd was a text in which G was generated from 0 by a method ana
logous to that for deriving A from 0; thus Texts A and B are largely re
constructed according to my earlier proposed scheme for computing G from 
0.11 I expect that the first preserved column was preceded by another, also 
giving values of 0, but corresponding to moments one month earlier, as in 
the reconstructed table generating G from 0.

Second, the rejoined fragments give evidence of a hitherto unattested 
column, Col. Ill, which I call G’. Col. Ill is poorly preserved, but since the 
entries on obverse and reverse are symmetrical, as for G in Col. II, quite a 
few may be restored with some confidence.

11 Aaboe [1], p. 26.
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Table 1.

r II
Obv. / 2 l},Zo 2,Yo

2,/}, z° 2,Vo 2^
2, <3,2-o 2, Yo /7^ Yc 27 o, i
2, '3,^o 2,<Jo S3,2 o 2ff! c 7.

$ 2,/j/o ,-2'Y/,YC,Yo 27, o,S
2. '3.2a 2,Y2,S7,Yi Yd 27, 0,3å
2, /i,2f 2, VY, 24., Yo ^27, o,YS
2./\io 2,vLl3 2o 2^ i, 3
2, I3j2o tøt A 2yin ycy6' A 'Ty

/o. 2, G,'2o 2, ffi>, YO / 27 1 ,Y8
2, /3, ? g , Sz zc 2/3,2£> > 27, 2 IS"
2, H, 5b,22, /i Zo £TS' 3]f 2 0 27 2,Y1,Yo
2,12,3^,3^,33.20 2,SS.£/($/, (,,Yo 27 3, /o, zo
2, /2 iyty,ff3, 2q 3, /, 37 YC, Yo 27, 3,3-8

's. z, ", s?. 2'13 zo 3, Y,i3.Yz,/3,Z0 27 y, 5- Yo
2, //, 3°/, IS',33'2^ 3, 7^ 1.37,Y4.,Vo 2-7 Y,33 lo
2,//,2/, li,S3,2c " ' 3,.''l,ffff33,ic 17 ff i
2, // 3, Yz, /J Zo 3,/2,Y/ ,2$, $3,1» 27 ff'zg,Yo
2/,<>S^'Sffl33,2o 3, /ff,27 ,ZY,Z4>YO ly ff ff C Zo

&>. 2//0,Zg, gffSZo 3. /g, 13, Zo 27 izy
2., fO' (ot22s (3 Zo 3, loS'? Iff, 33,2c 27, <.,S7 Yo

■ 2, 7 $2 3ff 3-3 2a 3 23,Yff //, C, Yo 17 7 17 loTes s B 2, 1, 3y, yg, 23 -20 3,20,3/ 27 7/7
S, / '?, -2, 3/7 /7Z 2, !3,Zo 27 $,'Y,Yc

21 2, g,s^,/2 33,Zo 3.32, 2, ffyvcyo li, Y,Y1 ZO
2\ i, Y/, 2g,S3, Zo 3, 3Ÿ, yg, ff3,2o 27, 7, /o
2>ti\y3. /3A 3. 37,3g y g, S3, Zo 27 7 37, Yo
2, 8, 2'5^33,20 3, Yo,2o,YY,zoyo 17,/0, ff,za
2, 7, Vg, 8,23,22 3.Y3, 0,Yo 2^, <0,33

3 C. 2, 7,30*2,'3, 2o 3, Y2, / 3f 33,2c 27, H, 0, Y c
2, 7, HIS', 33,2c 3,18 38,3/, c.Yo 17 1/ 2g u>
2, G,sy-,Hff3,2i> 3,ffl ,2Y ,20.Y 0 27 '/,si
2, 6,3? 2,I3,2o 3, SY, 10,22,13,20 21, <2,23 Yo
2, t, (1./S,33,2o 3,sc,sl,/7,yi.,Yo 21, /z ff/, Zo

& 2, l ,2i,ff3rlo 3, Si.11,13, zo 21, '3, <1
2, S,Y3,Y2,f3,Zo Ÿ, 2,2f, g, S3, lo 27 13, Yc, Yo
2, ff 21Sg-, 33,20 V, S./Y, Y ,2l,Yo 27 'V 'Y lo
2, ff, 8, g,S3,2o Y, 8 21, /y, vi
2, Y, s‘c22,li,2o ÿ,/o,Yff,Sff,33.2o 21 1 Y o

h 2, Y,32.3s-, 33,lo Y,i3,3l,ffi, CYo 21 /ff, 37,zo
-2, v.'yytsszo Y,i<°,ii. s c, yo 21, /C ff
2, 3,ff7,2,<\2o y/7 3.YK3 2O 21 /C 32 Yo
2, 3 37,/ff 33 lo Y,2/,'Y7,37, Vt,Y0 11<7 0 2c
2, 3,2/Zgffjzo y/y", 3 S' 33,2o 21 <7, Zg

yr 2, 3, 3,Y2,/3,2o Y,Z7,2/,2g S3,20 27 <7 SffYo
2, 2 Yffffff,33 2o Y,3o, 7,2Y,20Yo 21 18 23 Zo
2, 2,2%, 8,23,20 Y,32, S3,2a 27 /g 57
2, 2, /o,22, /32o Y, Sff 37, /ff, 33,2c 2?/7 /g,Yo
2, 1,1231,33 lo y,i9zs,n, (,Yo 21, i Yt,2c

ffO 2, /.3Y,W,ff2,Za Y,Y/, " , Yo 21 li, /g
2, //? 2 '3,20 Y,Y3ff7, 2,/3 zo li zo, Y/, vo
7,C,ffJ, /ff, 33,2a YYQ.Y2S2, YC.,Yo 21 2/, 7, Za
2, 0, V/,2g, 33,2o Y, Y7, U, C,, Yo 21.21,3^,20
2, 0,23 YZ, <3,2o Y ff 1,2/li, S3, lo 21,22, o,io

sr 2, o, ff ffff, 33, lo y,s'3, /y, y, ii, Yd 21 22,2/,2c
/,S7Yg, ^3,2o Y8,S3,lo 27 22 3l Zo
/,i7,3o,Z2,/3,2o Y,sc tn 21,22 27,20
/,S7 /z,3ff,33,2o 3s;?3zzo <?■) 27,22,SI,2c
l,si,SYYi,S3,Za V/t, 3^33,-Zf c?) 21 22 S7,2o

éo4 1,^37, 2,13,20 y/û cv 21,22, ff', lo
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Table 2.

I I ÆT
R.tv. ' VZ. $$,3), 2/3,2x> 

/, £8,33,91, >3,20
V ?C 
/ito

27,22,8/20
27 22 si,20

-tø /, Sg, 3/, C, Yo YyV, Vg,S3,Zo 27 21.3/, Zo
/ST//, C,Yo Vy3,'Y, V,26,Vo 2722.21,20
/, 3/, 6, Y° Yy/,2iyê.s'3yo 27,21, °,2o
/ y 3/, fc, Yo Vyv,'/, cyo Il 2/ 3C>, 2o
/,«, It, 6,Yo yy^yzyt, 6,Yo 27,2!, ?. Zo

'3f /,sgygy3,2o 9,93,8) 2, 13,2o 27,2o,Y/,Yo
>,S1, 6,Yo 9, V/, H, 6, Yo 27. Zo,/ 9
!, s7,29,26, Vo vygysy/, c, Vo 2^, '7. Y6,20
J, 57, Yz >3, Zo 9, ^~37,/S, 33, Zo 27, 17,18, Vo
2. V, 31. S3,Zo 2? /8,S/

'3o. 2 O, /? yc Yo V,3o, 7,2Y,2pVo 27 /8,23,zz>
2, o, 3s~ 3 3,2o Y,.1),21yg, S3, Zo 27 D,ssyo
2, oyi'Zo 9,19,38,33,10 27 <7,18
2, ', " G, 9, ZI, Y? 37, Yc, Yo 27, n, o,zo
2, /,2gy3,2o V, /, 3/2, yzo 27, tbyZ.Yo
2, /, to, to Y, 16, /), V6, Yo 27, s
2, 2, y,26,Yo 9, <5.3/, S'/, < Yo Z7ysy),zo
2, 2,22/3 Zo V,lo,VS,S£,33,Zo 27 /s 7, Vo
2, 2, to 9, 1 27. 'V, Vz.
2, 2,5'7, to, to V, S/Y, VycYo 27 /y,y,2o

-Zo. 2, 3 y 33,Zo Y, 2,,2g, gyj lo 27. <3,Vi,Yo
2, 3,' 33,Zo 3,81,92, >3,Io 27,33,17
2, 3 £/, 6, to 3y6y6,n,vt,,Vo 27,12y /,io
2, y, £ yzo 3, SV, fD, 22,1} Zo 27, >2,23,90
2, Y,l6,Yo 3yi,2Y,2G,Yo 2i >>,

- /£ 2 Yyy,2GYo 3,9/3,383/, 6,Yo 27, H, lg,2z>
2, S', 2,/},Ze 3, YSyi,3S33,2o 27, // 0, Yo
2, s', 2o 3/3, 6,Yo 27 >o, 33
2, S', 37, V£. Yo 3, Vo,20,V9,26,Yo 27 Io. SZo
2, S', ST 3 J, Zo 3,37,3998 S3,210 9/7/°

■ Io. 2, <£, >3 Zo 3.39,99,83,10 17 7,<o
2,6,3/, 5, to 3,3z, 2,S)Y6Yo 27, 8,92,20
2, 6,Ygy3,Zo 3,27,/z, 2, 13, Ze 27 S,/V,Yo
2, 7, C,Yo 3,26,31, 6,Vb 1, Y?
2, zyyyc Ya 3,23,9s, //, 6, to 27, 7, ! 7, Zo

-S'. 2, ),Y2,/3,2o 3,2c, 57, /S,33,2c 27, 6,s/,Yo
2, g 3/g,>3, Zo 27, 6,iY
2, 8, >7, Yc Yo 3, /syyyyyc.Yo 27, s, sy2o
2, 8, &>~ 33. Zo 3, 'Z,Vl,2gy3,lo 27, S28,Yo

2, Z.S/Zo 3, 7,88, 33,lo 27, s, /
0. 2, 7, u, p Yo 3, 7, 7y7.Y6.Y0 27, 9, 33. Zo

2, 7,Zgyi,Zo 3, 9.23,91, /yzo ' <7, 9, SYo
2, 7,YC,Yo z,3/to;to 27, 3;3g
2,>o, Y,2(,yo 2,S8yiysi, C,Yo 27 3, ip, 10
2, <0,22./? Zo 2yt,, s}ss, 33,2o 27, 2,Y/t,Yo

S'. Z, <o Yo ' 2~,S3~zo 27, 2, ly
2, (0, S), Y(, Yd ' 2,Sïy^>]
2, //, /sySyo •?,^.47.^,to 27. 1,29
2, 1/,33'Zjo 2,to,/3j2o] 27, 1.(3
2, // S'// 6, Yo W&yo 27 o.V's

Io. 2, li, g, sy io 2,Y2 s/y^/o] , <2‘7,-<?,-3'o
2, >2,26,9^ 2 9/, VC Yo ' 27 oyi
2, /2, VY,2t,Y0 2, Yo, 4, ^0] / 27. 0, 7
2, /3, 2,13,20 2,Vo O toLto. / 27, 0. J
2, <3,2x> ( 2/0 27 tajr

X / 
/
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Opposite the minimal value of G,

G = 2;40H,

securely restored in Obv. II, 1,2, we find in Col. Ill the entry “29 tab”, i.e., 
“add 29’’. The length of the month, disregarding the correction .1 for solar 
anomaly, is

29d + GH,

so the meaning of Obv. Ill, 1,2 is clear, and the units of the entries of Col. Ill 
must be days.

However, it is trivial that Col. Ill does not merely give what has to be 
added to G, for in that case it would be constant. Indeed, the preserved values 
all lit the conjecture that Col. Ill represents a new function, G’, where

G-2;40
G’ = 29 +------------. (1)

6

If this is correct, Col. G’ gives the length of a lunation in days, taking 
into account only the elfect of lunar anomaly, but so normed that the mi
nimum of G’ is precisely 29(1. A justification of this norm escapes me.

A few further comments on G’ are in order. First, though the text is broken 
at or near the end of Col. G’, it looks as if the entries in the preserved stretch 
are limited to three sexagesimal digits. Thus either G’ was computed accord
ing to (1), and abbreviated to three or four digits, or the parameters of G’, 
as expected from (1), are abbreviated.

I believe the latter is the case. First, if G’ itself were abbreviated, then 
there are instances where the text indicates that the last retained digit is 
raised even if the first discarded digit is too small according to Babylonian 
custom. Second, in the - A text,12 Col. X is a precedent for abbreviated 
parameters. Thus I have reconstructed Col. G’, first with a constant second 
difference of

1HG’ = 0;0,3

as an abbreviation of the precise value

Z1AG’ = I •();(),17,46,40 = 0 ;0,2,57,46,40,

then with constant first difference

12 Aaboe [1],
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dG’ = 0;0,27,40

as an approximation to

dG’ = = 0;0,27,39,15,33,20,

and finally with the second difference in part

ddG’ = 0;0,3
and for the rest

ddG’ = 0;0,6

as required by the structure of G’.
My reconstruction of Col. G’ is admittedly quite fanciful.

Text G

Text C: B.M. 36793 (80-6-17,531)
Provenance: Babylon.
Content: Auxiliary table for Columns 0 and A’ from lunar System A. 
Transcription: Table 3.

Description of Text
Text C is a small flake with only one side and part of “upper” edge 

preserved.
The hand is clear and looks much like that of Texts A and B. I do not 

believe that this fragment was part of the same tablet as Texts A and B, but 
it may well be that the tablet it came from belonged to the same series as the 
one from which Texts A and B were broken.

The preserved writing is in two columns, with horizontal alignment 
strictly observed.

Commentary
The text gives corresponding values of 0 and of a hitherto unattested 

function which I call 1’. To a certain value of ø corresponds a value of A' 
which obeys, as far as the fragment is preserved, the simple relation

/!’ = /l + 0;3,24,7, . . ,H
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Table 3.
I

NT. 6

I
[2, 2,Yz.3$)33,Zo> 
[2, 3, °2]2.73,Zo 
[2, i, fsJS,$3 2o 
[Z,
12, 3,53 72^3.20 
[2, Ÿ, V/l S3, 2o 
[2, 7,27,/S^ 33, 2o 
[2, y, Y2 2, (3, Zo] 
[2, s-, y’7ss-3,Zo]

2, 'fa (>,. . l^L] 
/,53,[Z3,-- tA>] 
6,22,36... ]
n.^HOl... ]

2/ 37 y [... 1 
26,5Vê, . . J 
32,22,17$, ■■. 7
37,LW,$7, . . . ]

[Al

- ryj,/3^o
- /(3o,yy/c,yo 

1,52.51, C,Yo 
7, Y533,2o

/ 2,$0,22,73,20
/?, 12,3'7,YC, Yo
23,3533,2c
2%,$% 8,S3,Zo 
3Y,2o‘tYy,2CYo

B.M. 3G195

if the entry in Col. 11,1 is taken as negative, and the rest as positive. In the 
transcription I have listed the corresponding valnes of A.

I have no explanation to offer for the constant

c = 0;3,24,7,. . .H

of which no more digits may be reconstructed from the fragmentary Col. II. 
There is, to be sure, a parameter

3,24[...]

in evidence in ACT No. 207ca. The fragmentary passage says:

[frojm Pisces to Virgo 3,24[. . .]

which woidd indicate that the constant is a correction tied to the slow arc 
of solar motion. However, the proper correction of Zl on the slow arc is

Y = 0;21,2,59H

as we learn from the text B.M. 40094.13
The only peculiarity of the 0-/T pair that is chosen to be in line 1 is 

that here the second difference of A changes from

AAA = 2 • 0;0,17,46,40 = 0;0,35,33,20
to

AAA = 0 ;0,l 7,46,40.

13 Aaboe [2].
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Text D

Text D: B.M. 45930 (SH 81-7-6,366) 
Provenance: Babylon (B.M. number).
Content: Auxiliary table for Columns <P and W from lunar System A. 
Transcription: Table 4.

Description of Text
B.M. 45930 is a fragment, l1^ inches wide, 21/a inches long, with no 

edges, and only one side, preserved. The surface of the lower half of the 
preserved side is crumbling badly so that only isolated wedges are visible. 
The writing is small and in two columns with horizontal alignment observed.

Critical Apparatus
Col. II, 1.5: 1,39,27[. . . ]; 39 might be 29, and 27 could be read 17.
Col. II, 1. lOf. : the readings are very uncertain.

Commentary
Text I) appears to give corresponding values of and a hitherto un

attested function which I call W. The significance of W is that the length 
of the six months preceding a certain syzygy number n is

177d+W(n)H

where W(n) is the W-value assigned to syzygy number n, and where account 
is taken only of the influence of a variable lunar velocity.

o.

5?

Io.

Table 4.
I

Lz 3 1$- 33 2o Ml 
tø] 

[2p,Vo led 
[2,},22,'3,Zo led 
[2p, lad
121 M

led

[2,
[^.,35-43,20 laM 
2[o/7;¥6To led]
2, f lcd\

[l^yyzdyo la.l}

U

[ ns/.l,,Ho\
[/, éj/ 'tu.Vol
11, if if y,u>y°i 

f-2V|/,S7, kVo]

1,5/,. ytyityo]
2, C,fo]
2 is . ,y[V2c

L^27-2?^»o] 
LZpoll.ll, é,Vo] 
[2 y 3] y, YlUYo] 
13,
3, W> H $h, c fo] 
[3,3/, Voj

BPWJ30
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In table 5 and its continuation, I present the derivation of \V from 0. 
Using I(zi) to denote the entry in Col. I, line n, and similarly, the structure 
of the table is as follows:

(i) I and II contain 0-values; 1(1) = 2;13,20f.
(ii) to go from I(n) to I(zi + 1) corresponds to an advance of 223 months.

(iii) to go from I(n) to 11(7?) corresponds to an advance of 6 months.
(iv) IH(n) = II(n) - I(n).
(v) IV(ji +1) = IV(n) + III(ii).

Column IV gives values of W so that IV(n) is the value of W assigned 
to the same syzygy as the 0-value in H(n).

Columns 1—111 are determined by the rules (i)-(iv), so in addition to 
rule (v), only an initial value is wanted for the complete determination of 
Column IV.

1 have provided the equivalent of an initial value by fitting plausible 
endings to the preserved beginnings of the W-values in Text D. The resulting 
extrema are

max W = 8;35,48,53,20H
and

min W = — 0;50,17,2,13,20H.

By taking six monthly values of G symmetrically disposed about the 
appropriate extremum of G, I obtained the following extrema for the sum 
of six consecutive values of G:

6
max y (29d + G(i)H) = 1 77d + 8;35,42,57,46,40H

i = 1
and

6 
min J (29d + G(z)H) = 177d - 0 ;50,16,50,22,13,20H.

i = 1

The agreement is very good, though not perfect. The endings of W, 
though plausible, cannot, of course, yet be guaranteed. Further, the adjust
ments of G near its maximum would, a priori, make even as close an agree
ment as this unlikely.

In this reconstructed table for generating W from ø, I have only given 
one half, as it were, of the 0-W scheme. The other half is derived by means 
of the already justified symmetry rule which we have learnt from the 0—Zt 
and 0-G schemes. It is that if we take a 0-value in Col. I, line n, place it 
on the opposite branch, then it is to be assigned the W-value in line n + 1.
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Table 5.

I I r
(£) <ÿ) (E‘D (H?

/. 2, '3,2o\ Z, Y,IV, Y,2g/oI - 0, Y S,SS,33,20
2/3, 2 2, V/l/l. G/oG - 0, i.io 22.(3 Zo
2, '2/Y,2g/o\ 2, y/?/?/é/o4 - 0. 7,5YYg,53,2o
2, /2.2/ Yo Î 2, P 7/^26/o4 ~ 0; 7 /7 / 33. Zo

$ 2/2, 8 53,2of 2, 5/5 H. G/ol - o- G, Y3, y2,13 2o
2, //, Si (., Yo t 2. 5/2/7/G/oG - o; G,S, g,S3,Zo
2, //,33 2ôt 2, G, o/y/è/oG ~ o; S, 32 35-33,20
2. //, /5/3, Zo| Z, G Ig//, £/o4 ■ °. Y, S7 2,13 20
2/o/7/4/ot 2, é/t/zyè/oi - /Y/l‘,Zgs3 2o

>o. 2,/o/ot 2, G,sy, y,2c/og - 0; 3/S/s33,2o
2/0 22/3,-2c t 2, 7, il, St (,Yc\ ~ O;3/o zz.i3.Zo
2/0, y/éŸoî Z, 7/Y37YeYoG ~ O.Z/YYgyi Zo
2, 1, YG>, Yo t 2, 7/7/Y,2G/ol - 0- /// is,332c>
2, 7,2?, 53.2c Î 2, g, S', //, G, Yo t ~ (2; '.23, Y2/3.20

IS. 2, 7, '/, ^/ot 2, C 22/7, Y(, Yo î ~ 0; 0, yi g, S3,2ü
2, $,$3/o\ 2, 8/c/Y,2i>/cG - 0; 0,'Z,3S-/3 2O
2, 8,3S/3,2o\ 2. £S?,3/, G YoG + o: O.ZZ/lYêÿo - O./'o'7, 2/3 20
2. S. '7/t/of 2, 1, '<c, n, Yc, Yo 1 0- 0. S7, 3/, G, Yo - o-yisY Y.zgYo

2, Y, t 2, 9/Y, Y.ZG/ol 0. i jy y, 2c. y0 ~ O:Yg $5,i3 2o
Zo. 2, 7/2/3,2of 2, 7,27, si, G, Yô 4 à 2, 7 37/é/o - üY7//,2gS3Zo

2, 7,2y2é/of 2/0, °l/7/G/c5 0;Z,YSK, G.Yo - o,. y s, n si e Yo
2, Z <,M 2 (0/7/Y/G/oG a- 3,2o.yY,2G,Yo ~ O;YZ/L,Yo
2. £/f/3,2r>t 2/o/S/l, G/o^ °; 3/G/7. Yg.Yo ~ 0/1, $155,33,20
2, 6//, 6/pf 2. II. 2,$7,Yg//\, 0, Y,31, S'. /Yo - 0/S. 1,.37, Yc,Yo :

is 2, 6, G 2ot 2, H.ZoYY.ZgYoY 0, / 7,2Y,ZG/o ~ 0;3o,37.Yc,Yù
2, 5/T33,2ot 2/1/8 31, c.YoY O.- S,Yz/7,YGYo 0, Z$',io22/3 2o
2, $, 37 Yg. 2. H, Se 17, Y G Y oG 0; 6/8,3/, 8/0 ~ 0/1/7 ZY/GYo
2 S~Zoî Z/2/Y. Y.ZsYoG 0; (o,SY, Y 2G Y0 ~ 0/3 zè.SS.Zo
2- $, 2/3,2# t 2,12. 3/, 5/, G, Yo 4- 0; "1 21,37 Y G Yo - 0; G.3Y Yg,$3 Zo

io. 2, Y/Y,2G/c\ 2, '2/1/7 Ye/ol 0, g, $; //, G, Yo + $■ 0syyg$3 20
2 Y,2G/ot 2/3, 7,2Y,ZGY<A Û- g.Yo/YZGYo 0-1
2, 7, S/3 2M Z/3/o (2 '3 Zs/l, é/3)| 0, 1 II, G, Yo 0/7 YoYYZG Yo
2, 3,5/ 6/oî 2/3.20 (2/3/z/i/c/o)g 0, i,2g,S3,Zo o/i/l/i G Y G
2,. 3. 33 2^t 2/3.20 (.2/Y, o/y/t/o); 0,- I.YG.Yo D; 3GZo Y Y 22, Yo

is'. 2, 3 IS 33,2c t 2/3 Zo (2/Y/g/l. G,Yo)G O/o, Y ZG.Yo O-YG, 71Ÿ ZG/o
2 Z/7/GloX 2/3,2o ( 2/Y/G,i7/G/o)G 0/0,22/3,Zo 0: Se, //, $/ G. Yo
2,2. *M 2/3,20 (2/Y.$Y,Y,ZG Yo)G O'O/o î-, G,3y, y.zg.yo
2, 2.22/3,Ze/ 2/3,Zo (2/5/1,51, G, Yo)^ Ô/0.S7/G/Ô 1-17/Y, Y,2q/o
2, 2. y/c/of 2/3.20 (2,15/1/7, YeYo)l 0; II, !S,33,2o l;2Y-, <1, $/, G, Yo
2, f/6/ot Z/3/0 62//y?/y/t/o)4 0 /1. 33.2a 1/1,27 zy/G/o
2, /, 2g/3,2of 2 <3Zo (2/C, $//, G.YO)G o/l.Si, C.Yo 7-SI, o/y ZG.Yo
2, (//, C/oî 2/3 Zo (2/G22/7/G/o)1 0/2, g, $3,20 Z-2/1/1, G/o
2, o/3,2ot 2/3 Zo (Z,'G>/o/Y/t/ott 0/2/G/o 2/S, 0, YY/eYo
2, o. is, 33, Zot 2 (3 Zo (Z.'G.Sg/t £/o)4 0/2/Y,2G.Yo 2/7,27iy,zL Yo

Y$ 2, o/7. Vfe/ot 2/3, Zo (Z/t>/3,Zo)ï 0/3, 2/3 io 2/0, ll/l, G.Yo
2LÎ Z/3.Zo (Z/G,3s/3,Zo3Y 0/3,20 2 S3 /. Y/g/o
/,5}/2, '3,2z/ 2/3 2c (2/6/7/t/o)t 0/331,Yb.Yo 3,- G 31 Y, ZG Yo
///2y’-26/oî 2/i.Zo (2,'g/ 0/3,$/33.20 3;20/l,$l G/o
/// <2. Yo t 2 13, le (2/s Y2 G2o)t 0/Y, 13.20 3,3 y 72Y2gYo

So. /^/g/j/oî 2/3 20 (2./s/y,2c,Yo3r 0/Y31. G.Yo 3/i,2o/Y,2G/o
/,5X//, 6/oî /, (3 Zc (2, 'S, G, Yo)^ O/Y,yg.S3,2o Y-2 $1/1, G/o
/,.<?//, É>/o /zS8/3,2o)î 2/3 20 (2/y/S/3,2oJt 0, iyyés3,zo Y-/Yo/Y2G Yo
/,5?,3/„ i/o (l/7.S5/3,2o)î 2/3,Zo (2/Y.31, G,Yo/ 6/Y,yg,$3.2o Y'32 2/37/G/o
l/ï/l/.Yo (/,57,s?//3,20)J. Z 13,lo (2, iy, 13, zo)t 0/Y.Yg$3,Zo Y Y7 (é/l, G Yo

5S. /, $$ 31, G, Yu (/,&, 12, ST/3, Zo) S 2/3,Zc (2/3^,33.20/ O-iY/g $3 Zo $■ 2\7 2Y2g,Yo
//i/3/2, GZo 4, 2/3,2o (2/3.i?,YG.Yo/ 6/y,YG/7,YG/o S/G/G/7/G/0
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57.

Go.

G>5.

7o.

7£

tfo.

Table 5 (continued).

I
/,S?,57 2££3,2O|. 
1/°/, ?, /5T 33, 
1/1/7. 2,/3,2Z>4 
'/.si/y/ési/oG 

2, o' 1/9, 33,ZoY 
2, o,2o,Zz iJZoi 
2, 0, 3g, d,53,2o{ 
2, 0, 595533.20], 
2, 1/3/2/3.10], 
2, t,3/,2g/3,2o], 
Z, //Y, 19/3/0 G 
2, 2, 7, 2,13,2o J. 
2, 2/Ÿ/9,S3,Zol 
2, 2, Y2,3i] 33,2o ]■ 
2, 3, 0/2/3.20], 
2, 3,/i, t/3,10], 
2, 3, 39,S9/3,Zol 
2, *,$3/2  '3.20], 
2, Y,//'/g,93/o], 

2. 7/1/5/3,20], 
2, y/7' 2/3.10], 
2. 9, 7/8/3.10], 
2. 9 22/5/3/o^ 
2, d, 7o 22/3.10], 
2, S, f? 8, 93,221 
2, G/SSg, 33/0],

E
2, /20 t
2, <3, 2/3,20]
2, iz/7/G/o] 
2/2/G/ol
2, zi, 8,93,20] 
Z, l/,S/_ G Yot
2, II,33,loi
2, H. l5/3.2o1
2, /o, g}, YG. Y01
2, /o, 7o 1
2/0.22/3,2x>1
2 lo, Y/G,Yo1
2,//G/o]
2. 1. 28, 93.2o]
2, ‘j. il. G, Yc\
2, g/3,2ot
2, 8 39 33,2o]
2, g'o'y(y0i

2,gt
2,7/2/3,2ot
2, 7 ZY 2G Yo\
2, 7, 6 Tôt
Z, 6 Yg/3.ZcA
2, é,3/_ C, yoî
2. G <3,Zo]
Z, 9 9933,201

1
0/729/1, G/o 
d/3/2/7/G/o 
°', 'î/l/Y/^ Yo 
d; 12/1.9/, i/o 
o; '!> d, H. YG. Yo 

0, U/o/Y/G, Ya 
0; lo,59, H, G, Yo 
d/o/l/7/G/o 
d, ?.yy y\yo 
0 7, g, 31, c,Yo 
O,- d/2/7/G/o 
d 7/7/Y/g/o 
ô; 7,2/,5/, GYo 

°. ^,YG,'7/G,Yo 
d, G/o/Y/G/o 
O,- d/5, K, G ,7c 
d; Y/j/7/G/o 
d- Y/7, Y ZG.Yo 

O- 3;Y8 3/, G,Yo 
O, 3/i/l/G/o 
0- Z/7/7/G/t, 
d 2, '//' C Yo 

o; /,ZG/7/g/o 
0, 0/o/Y/G,Yo 

+ 0; d, 19 li. G.7 O 

- o- 0,20.22, !3,2o

r
G 3/ Yl/g, 33,2o 
S/Ïg/1, i/o 

(>■,0,7, 7,2Z/o 
6/3,21,2g 53/0 
(/G, 3,2o

31/G/o 
i/dY0,22,'3,20 
7, 0, 3s/3,2o 
7/0/9, H, G,7o 
i-Ü/i 15/3,20 
7/7. V?' YGYo 
l/f/O/Y/G/o 
d/G/g, 9/3/0 
7;53/'o 
g. 0,22/1. YC/o 
d G .37, 2/3,20 
i-il/2/3,20 
d/7,",9/, G/o 
g-.zi/Y59,33 2o 
g/9/Y/G/o 
8/8/7,27,21./o 
g; 3/, /y 78. S3,2o 
g. 33, IG, Yo 
8/Y/2/Z.Yg/o 
4/9/3/2/3,10 
9/9/9 53/0

Text I) contains a fragment of this part of the scheme. The 0-values 
are all designated “lai,” i.e., they belong to a descending branch. The same 
ø-vahies, but on ascending branches, are found in Col. I, lines 35-48, of 
Table 5, so the W-values of Text I) ought to be the ones in Table 5 one line 
lower, which indeed they are.

Since it appears that, at least very nearly,

n
W(n)- J G(i)

i = n — 5

we can expect that W must receive a correction for solar anomaly which 
is simply

Z(n)- 2 -KO
i = n-5

where J is the standard correction for solar anomaly to G.
It is not difficult lo see that Z(n) will become a continuous, piecewise
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linear function of Â(/i), as is J(n), where Â(n) is the longitude of the sun at 
syzygy number n. Specifically it can he described thus:

Pisces 13° â A.(n) Pisces 27°
Pisces 27° Å(n) â Virgo 13°
Virgo 13° â Â(n) Virgo 15;56°
Virgo 15;56° Â(n) Pisces 13°

Z(n) = 0H
Z(n) decreases linearly to - 5 ;36,47,44H
Z(n) = -5;36,47,44h
Z(n) increases linearly to 0H.

A comparison between this correction and the corresponding correction 
Y to A is in order.14 Y agrees with J only in its differences, as it should, but 
is subject to the entirely independent condition that it be 0 on the fast arc. 
This last condition decides the initial value of A. The stretches where Y is 
not constant are very short, so the desire to have Y vanish on one of the con
stant arcs is very understandable.

The correction Z, however, has very short constant stretches, and with 
the above definition it is already 0 on one of them. The functions J, Y and Z 
are compared graphically in Figure 3.

14 Aaboe [2].
Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 38, no. 6. 2
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Table 6.

I I I £
û?) a-r) (V)

Z. 2, 13, le f z, 7 ; - 0; ÛYo
2, /î, 2/3,2oî 2, 7 12, Yg, Yo 1 - 0. Z/Y 2C/o
2, 42/y,2t/oi 2, 7 3s; 33,201 ~ ", Z, S Si.Zo
2, U/i/o f 2, 7, S3,2ol - 0, Y/3,Zo

£ 2, /2, 8, S3,2o t Z, î,n, t, M ~ 0 - 3,57, yt/o
2, //, 57, é /o f 2, g, 2g/3,2el - 0,3/2/3,20
2, ", 33 Zo f 2, g/C/ol ~ ";2,Y(,/o

2 ", (S 3 I/o î 2. 7, y 26, Yo 1 - 0; 2, ", C, Yo
2, zo $?, yc Yo T 2, 7,22, <3,Ze 1 - 0;/,3S,33,2e

/ø. 2, / Yo î 2, 7 Yo 1 - 0, !
2/0,22/3,20 T Z, <7 5? Yg, Yo 1 - 0. O/Y/C/o
2, /O, V/fc/o î 2, (o/s33,ZoY + 0. 0, ", C/o 0
2, 7 yt/oî 2, io,33,2o 1 0; 0, YG Yo Q. 0 ", G/o
Z, / 2 V3 20 î 2, Yo S/, G, Yo 1 0- /,Z2/i.Zo 0; 0/1/G/o

/£ 2, 7 //, é Yo f 2, z/ g s-3,20 ! 0. 1,51/0/0 0, Z,Zo
Z, Z/3/o 1 2, ", ZG, Yo 1 o- 2,33,2e 0; Y/ 7/G/O
2,« 35" 33,2oî Z," YY,2G/o[ 0- 3, % 53,20 0, G, S/, G, Yo
2, tf/7, Vo f 2, Z2 2, <3,Zo 1 0; 3/Y,2e/o O/o
2, « î 2, /2,ZoY 0; Y, 10 0/3/Y.ZG, Yo

•à> 2, ? V2 Z3,2o î 2, )2,37/GYo( 0; Y,SS-/3,le 0/5, Y.ZGYo
2 7 2y26/p î Z/2/5/3,2o( 0. 5//, G/o 0/3
2, ?, g, y O î 2/3 !3,ZoY 0: G, G/o o/g 37, G, Yo
2, G/g,S3 2o 1 2/3 Zo (Z/3 3/, G/o/) 0-, ^,3l, Y>, Yo 6.3/,37/G/o

2, G, 3/ G, Vo t 2/3,Zo (2/3/g S5,ZeY) o. GyY,,$2,zo 0//, 5,53,2e
2$-. 2, 6 Z3,2o î Z, <3,2o ( 2, zy 6, Yo 1 ) 0- 7, G,Yo O/7/7, Yg.Yo

2, /,5V/?, 2© î 2/3,Zo (Z/V/Y/G/ol/ 0, y,ZY2C,Yo 0,SS, Y.ZG.Yo
2, / 37yt/o î Z,13,2e ( 2/Y/z/3,Zo() °; 2/2/3,10 l; 2/5/3, le
2, S' 2ot Z (3 2e ( Z/S'Y) / ? I/o, z/, G/o
2, 5 2/3 Zoî 2/3 2e ( 2/S/7/G,Yo() / <Z, n/c/o l/g //, G Yo

3ft 2, Y, YY ic Yo î 2/3,2o ( 2/S/S/3,ZoY) 0; g, 3S, 33,2o 1; 26,25/3,2e
2, y, 2Z yo î 2/3.10 ( 2/S/i.Zc/) 0, è/3/e l/S, Y/GYo
2, Y #3-3 loi 2/3,2o (2/G/l, 6, Vol) 0. 7, ", G/o I/3/7/g/o

2, 3 i'i, G, Yo î 2/3 2e ( 2/G,Zg/3,lo5) 0- 7, ZX S3,2o 1/3, 5/3,10
Z,3/3,2oî 2,13, Zo (z, (G, YG, Yo y) °; YG, Yo Z,- 2,37/G/o
Z 3 (S, 33,2e t 2/3,2" (2/2, Y/C/oY) Ô/O, Y,2G/o 2/22YZG/O
2, 2/7/G/ot Z/3,Zo (2/G,Y7,2Y/G/oV) 6/0/1,'3,2o 2/2 2g/3,2e
2, 2/oî 2/3,le (Z/G/^/Z/G/oX) 0. /O, Yo 2/2 S/, G/o
2, 2 22,13,Zo î 2/3 20 (2/G/i//. C/o/7 6/0/1, "G/O 2 Y3 3I G/o
2, 2, Y.lGYo t 2/3,20 (2/S/Y, Y,lé, Yot) 0/1 , (S,33,le Z / Zg S3, Zo

Yo 2, z,y^yoî 2/3,Zo (l/S/G/7/G/oX) 0/1, 33,20 3 - S/YZG/o
2, Z/Ç53,2of 2/3,le (2,/15//, 6 Vot) 0; I//I, G/o 3/7, 17 Yg/o

2, /, ", é, Yo f 2 f3,Zo (2/^O/VZG/ot) 0/2, X, S3,2o 3/6 S, S3,lo
2, o, $3,2o t 2/3.20 C2/Y/2/7/G/oX) O/2/G/o 3, Y1/7/G/o
2, 6, /33,Zo î 2.13,20 (1,IY,2S-/I, C/o^) 0/2/Y,22 Yo 3/3/Y/G/o

Yi~. 2, o, 17 Yg, Yo t 2/3,20 (2,I'Y,~Ï,2y,2c/M') 0, <3, 1. '3, le Y; G Zg S3 le
2 î 2/3.20 (2, '3, YliZYt/oî) 0; <3 le y. / 3(, G Yo
1/7/1/3,20 î 2/3,20 (2,13.3///, C,Yü/ 0/3.37, YG, Yo Ÿ-3Z S/, G, Yo

1//2Y/g/o 1 2/3/Y, Y/(a/e\ O/3/637, Y G, Yo Y/GZS 53,2e
/,S7, G Yo î 2, iZSC/.Yc/oY: 0/3/6/7 Y G Yo S-o/g//, G/o

Se. /,SK/V3Zo î 1, IZ/ÿ/i, fe/ot 6/3/1, 37/GYo 3/Y, ?, 3, Sl,2o
l,si/(, i/o t 2, /2,2Ô,yy/6,yoî 0/3/°! 37/G/o 5-27, S-jYGYo
/,.$%/c/o C/,s? Z3,2o îl Z/2, 2/-//c,Yo\ 0/3,31//, G/o 5. "t, Y7 ZY, 2GYo
/,52/Z, é/o (/, fy.SS/^î) 2, ll,YS ", O.YoT' 0/3/Y, Y,Z£/o 5-///Z/3,lo
l,5%/l G "o "(1/7,Si, S.fJ/l) 2, " ZI^y/^ Yo^ 0/2/G,O,YG/o G- 5,33,10
///Jz, G/o (/.SX/S,SS 33,2e/) 2,//, 7/7/6/0 1 0/2,3X31, G/o G/(,2^37/G Yo

1/7/3. W/3,2ol 2/c,S///, C, Vot 0/2/5, (,S3,2e G/Y, 5, 5/3.10
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Table 6 (continued).

I I F

f7. 1, S3 S/, 28,53,2oi, Z,<o,3Y, Y,26,Yot + (?.//, Y2, 35 33,2c G-Yc,ZG <7YG Yo
/,-5y 7 33,Zol 2, io,/g,I7,YG,Vo t 0, //, 7, 2, 13 2o G,S7, g,S3,Zo
/, 57,27, 2, 0, /o, 31 ,zg, S3, 2o 7 7, 'S SS, 33.2o

(pO. / 2, 7, Yo, YY,2G,Yo f 0; ? SS, 55 33,2c 7/7 Y7,2Y,2G Yo

2, o, 2, 7, ZZ^^G.Yo t 0, 7, Zo, 22, >3, lo 7,2773,20
2, 0, 10,22, H, 20 t 2,7 S', //, GYo t Ü .YY,Y5,S3,2o 7 37, 3, Y2, >3,20
2, 0,38, 5,S3,2ol 2, g,v')2yzi,yo\ 0; ?, 7, <S, 33. Zo 7-77/8//, G,Yo
2, o,S5,S533,Zol, 2, 8,27,37,YG,Yol O; 7, 33,72/3,20 7-SSS7 7g,Yo
2, 1, <3,Yz,l32o[ 2, H, Sf, G, Yo\ G, sg, 8, S3, ZD %, 3,31,28 S3,2o
2, !, 3/, $,2t> 1 2, 7, SY, Y,2G,Yo\ (2: <G,22,35,33,20 8 io,27 37, YG, Yo
2, 2, 7,3G,i7,YG,Yo\ 6- 5, Y7, 2,13,2c 8/GS2/3 2o
2, 2, 7, 2,13,Zo[ 2, 7, <<g, 3l, G Yo t 0,- S', H, Zg, S3 20 8,-22 37/5,33 Zo
2,2 2YYg,S3,2ol 2, 7, o 0; Y, 3SSS33,20 g-27, So, YY,ZC,Yo

7o. 2, 2,^2,35,33,^ 2, G YZ^fY^Yo^ 0; Y, 0,22, I3,2o 8-32/G Yo
2, 3, 0 22,13,20 \ 2, G 2S,H, £, Yot 0: 3,21, Yg S3,2o 8-3GZ7 2, ß Zo
2, 3, $,S3,2oG 2, G, 7,zy,ZG,Yo t C- 2, 'll, 15,33,20 g-37, S/, si, G,Yo
2, 3, 35,55,33, 2o I 2, ?,Y7 37 Y(,,Yo! O; 2, 13Y2,<3,Zo 8 72,71 G,Vo
2, 3,53 Y2,/3Wi 2, S 3/, st, G,Yot 0; f, 38, g,S3zo i-YY, SY Yg S3.2O

7r 2, Y,//,2g,S3,2ol 2, 5,/Y. Y,2g,YoY O; /, 2, 35,33 Zo 8/G/2S7YG Yo
2, Y.Vj, 'S, 3$,201 2, Y,SG l7,YG, Yo'f + 0,- 0,27, 2, 13 20 8/7,3s, 33.2c
2, 2J3,Zo\, 2, Y, 3831, G, Vot - 0- o, 8,31, G,Yo 8,7«, 2,35,33, Zo

The propriety of basing as large reconstructions and conclusions as these 
on such fragile evidence as Text I) may well be questioned, yet I am quite 
confident of the results set forth above. First, the endings of 0-values in 
Col. I of Text D of obvious constant difference 17,46,40 forcibly suggest 
the canonical column of such values, descending from 2,13,20, present in 
any scheme for deriving some useful time interval from 0. Second, the pre
served beginnings in Col. II of Text I) indicate a constant second difference 
of 17,46,40. Now two possible interpretations of Col. II come to mind: as 
a measure of a six-month interval — as W above — or of a five-month inter
val. The latter possibility is displayed in Table 6 and its continuation. The 
rules for its construction are like the rules (i)—(v) for the construction of 
Table 5 except that “6 months” in rule (iii) is replaced by ‘‘5 months.” 
Further, I have arbitrarily set the minimum of the fourth column - I call 
it Col. V — equal to zero. It will be observed that the differences of V in the 
crucial stretch corresponding to the preserved part of Text I) happen to be 
identical with the differences in W.

Nonetheless, the very excellent agreement between the extrema of W 
and of sums of six consecutive monthly G-values effectively excludes any 
other interpretation of Col. II of Text D. However, before Col. V is entirely 
dismissed I shall discuss certain of its features, for I suspect that such a 
function may well be found, which is also my excuse for including Table 6.

2*
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Indeed, in eclipse texts one proceeds usually in steps of six months, 
but occasionally in steps of live months. Since the obvious justification for 
a six-month function W is its usefulness for eclipse computations, a five- 
month function can equally well be expected.

1 find, as above, that the extrema of sums of five consecutive monthly 
values of G - including the 29 days — are

5
max 2 (29d + G(i)H) = 147d + 10 ;41,31,51,6,40H

i = 1
and

5
min N (29d + G(i)H) = 147d + 1 ;53,44,26,40H.

i = 1

The difference between the extrema is

8;47,47,24,26,40H

which agrees well with the amplitude of V (which is also its maximum in 
Table 6, since its minimum is 0)

max V = 8 ;48,2,35,33,20H.

If the function V is found I expect its values to be those of Table 6 aug
mented by about 1 ;53,. . ., the large hours of the minimal value of the sum 
of five consecutive G-values, for the correction for solar anomaly ought to 
be the sum of five consecutive J-values, in analogy with W.

Appendix

ACT No. 55
ACT No. 55: B.M. 46015 (SH 81-7-6,461).
Provenance : Babylon.
Content: Data concerning selected conjunctions of sun and moon for, at 

least, Seleucid Era 180, IX to 202, III (132 B.C. ff.).
Transcription: Table 7.

Critical Apparatus
For Obv. Col. I, see ACT p. 116 (it should be noted that since Obv. and 

Rev. are now joined, I continue the numbering of columns of the obverse 
to the corresponding columns of the reverse, so that Rev. IV in my termi
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nology is, in fact, the fust preserved column of the reverse and identical 
with Neugebauer’s Rev. I).

The few differences between Neugebauer’s readings and my recon
struction can all readily be resolved by reference to a photograph of the ill 
preserved text, e.g., a damaged cursive 9 can be mistaken for a poorly pre
served 10, and vice versa. Of particular interest is Rev. IV, 7 (Neugebauer’s 
Rev. I, 7): Neugebauer reads 32,39 or 33,39 where the text should have 
34,29,9. The bottom of the 4 in 34 is damaged, so the number can be mis
taken for a 3, and the 9 in 29 can easily be read as a fuzzy 10, hence Neu
gebauer’s 39.

Description of Text
The text is, as mentioned, poorly preserved with all edges destroyed. 

Of the surface of the reverse only little remains. When unbroken, the tablet 
probably had 30 lines to a side.

Commentary
An unprecedented feature of this text - and so one that made its inter

pretation singularly difficult - is that its columns contain a mixture of dif
ferent astronomical functions. Hitherto the identification of function and 
column has justifiably been taken for granted, and it is reflected in the 
standard terminology of the literature on Babylonian mathematical astro
nomy where the words column and function are freely interchanged.

It appears that the aim of the tablet is to compute the time of conjunction 
of sun and moon, not at consecutive syzygies, but at intervals of one, six, or 
twelve lunations - most frequently twelve.

The functions are separated into columns according to their kind. In 
Column II, the second preserved column, we find functions which take ac
count of the influence of the variation of lunar velocity: A, most frequently, 
measuring a twelve-month interval, G measuring a one-month interval, and 
W measuring a six-month interval. These functions are all placed end to 
end, as it were, so that the value of G in line 4’ of the obverse refers to the 
preceding month, while that of A in line 5’ refers to the length of preceding 
12 months and is derived from a ø-value belonging to a syzygy twelve 
lunations later than that in play in line 4’, and similarly in all other cases. 
I have introduced in the leftmost column a tally of syzygies - akin to the 
Julian days — so normed that the syzygy where assumes the minimal 
value of 0 is arbitrarily called 1 ; this is convenient for the tables of 0 and 
related functions which have come forth from the Yale computer.
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Column III contains the corresponding functions registering the in
fluence of solar anomaly (or longitude) on these intervals: J correcting G, 
Z correcting W, or Y correcting A.

Column IV gives the corrections due to changing length of daylight so 
that the entry in Column IV, line n, is

IV(n) - I-(C(n-l)-C(n))

where C(n) is the length of daylight, in large hours, corresponding to line n.
Column V, which is only partially preserved on the Reverse, gives the 

equivalent of Column K for G, i.e., the sum of the values in Columns II, III, 
and IV for the line in question.

The moment of conjunction, in large hours before sunset (denoted su 
in the texts), would then arise by continuous subtraction of the values in 
Column V from an initial value, as usual in lunar texts according to System A; 
no trace of this column - of the type of Column M - remains. The com
putation of the date of the conjunction - usually 28 or 29 - implies knowledge 
of the character (full or hollow) of the preceding month or months, which 
the prediction of the hour does not.

A few remarks are in order, and first about the columns which I have 
reconstructed. The 0-values were recaptured from recognisable values in 
the preserved Column II, particularly that of G in Obv. II, 4 and that of 
A in Obv. II, 5.15 They turned out to be what in ACT are called ^-values, 
i.e., values of ø associated with conjunction, rather than opposition, of sun 
and moon. Relying on the now well-established fact that the function ø 
runs uninterruptedly through all the System A lunar texts, I determined the 
dates in Column T, of course only mod //ø, the period of ø (6247 lunations 
or some 505 years), yet the ones given in T - the years in the Seleucid Era - 
were historically the most likely. That these dates are not only likely, but 
certain, is established by Columns III and IV, both of which ultimately 
depend on the longitude of the conjunction, for they are in exact agreement 
with the longitudes derived from T, taking advantage of the continuability 
of Bx, the longitude column.

15 For the table converting 0 into G see ACT p. 60; for the <T> — A table see Aaboe [2], p. 22.

A feature of greatest interest is the appearance in our text of the functions 
W and Z, the six-month functions, W for the first time in an ephemeris, and 
Z for the first time anywhere.

I had hopes that the value of W in Obv. II, 3’ would serve to determine 
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the endings of W as reconstructed from the 0-W scheme in Text I) above, 
but I was disappointed. There can be no doubt that Neugebauer’s reading

W = 1;.,6,55,48,20 lab

is the best possible from the photograph of the text in its present stale, and 
it is confirmed by Dr. Sollberger who has kindly looked at the original 
tablet for me. However, my 0-W scheme given above in the commentary 
to Text I) would have

(i) W = +1 ;0,15,4,51,40

corresponding to
0 = 2 ;0,37,35,33,20t,

and the sum of the six G-values corresponding to this and the five preceding 
0-values turn out to be (see Table 8)

6
(ii) £G = 1 ;0,7,13,20H (mod 6H).

= 7,'lZo, °,c’

Table 8.
B-

I ai

2, e.Y7f7,V(,,Yo t 3; Io, vs; Vo W, 26, Vo
/2S3 2, (>, 2, 2. f3, 2ù t 3; 36,3 V, /Sil ,20

2, 3/6,6,Ÿo t 2,22, S'?, Vt, Vo
/2$s 2, o,3o // 6, Vo </,.2?, 7,36, /7, V6, Vo
!2St> /, S? S/_ Vo t V/2,3 3, /, 29,5-3,20
/2 S'! 2, <2,3?/$-, 31, 2z>f V-V?, / 37. V6, Vo

I am not completely sure how this dilemma may be resolved. It is out 
of the question that the value in the text can be reconciled with what I re
constructed from Text Ü, for the first four digits of the W-values in this 
scheme are secure, and (i) is in excess by about 8 in the third significant 
place. Thus, if a scheme for deriving \V directly from ø was employed, it 
must have been a variant of the one in evidence in Text D. It seems equally 
plausible, however, that the author of the text wished to present in this place 
the sum of six G-values, but did not give the value (ii) for one of two reasons, 
either that he employed a 0-G scheme at variance with the standard one,16

16 ACT No. 207ca shows the existence of such variant <Z> — G schemes, but little more, 
though I have recently added a new fragment to it. 
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or — and this one should not admit unless under duress — that he committed 
an arithmetical error.

The value in the same line of the correction Z due Io solar anomaly, 
computed according to the rules 1 predicted above, agrees perfectly with 
what is preserved in the text.

The next time a six-month interval occurs is between Rev., line 6’ and 7’, 
as is clear from the preserved numbers in Col. IV. In Col. Ill, 7’ I have 
entered the sum (modulo 6H) of the relevant six G-values.

It, too, is followed immediately by a one-month interval, and then by 
twelve-mouth intervals, as is unambiguously clear from the C’-values in 
Col. IV. Indeed, it is upon these C’-values that a safe bridge can be built 
from the obverse to the reverse.

It is lucky that this part of the reverse is preserved, for based on it we 
can perceive yet another feature of the text’s structure. It appears that the 
W-values (and the G-values) occur separated by an interval of 223 lunations, 
as is immediately seen from the tally numbers. Thus it appears reasonable 
that the pattern of the text is that the Saros is divided into one six-month 
interval, one one-month interval, and eighteen twelve-month intervals, so

223 mo. = (1 • 6 + 1 • 1 +18-12) mo.

The bottom edge of the tablet must, for reasons of symmetry, have been 
two or three lines beyond what is preserved of the obverse; a reasonable 
guess of the size of the unbroken tablet is that it in all contained three Saroi, 
which would give 30 lines to a side, 20 lines to each Saros.

That this pattern is not an isolated instance is shown by ACT No. 76. 
The preserved columns of this text, which also concerns conjunctions of 
sun and moon, are B19 the longitude column, CT which gives length of day
light, and Ex representing lunar latitude. The text’s top and bottom edges 
are preserved, so we have representatives of all twenty lines of the complete 
tablet, corresponding to one Saros.

It so happens that ACT No. 55 and No. 76 are very close in time; indeed, 
if my guess that No. 55 contained three Saroi is correct, then they overlap. 
It is, however, not so that they contain the same sequence of conjunctions. 
If No. 55 is continued in the same pattern, only one conjunction in the con
tinuation is also found in No. 76, that at the end of S.E. 208, month I, which 
happens to be at the end of the six-month interval in No. 76.17

17 ACT No. 75 may derive from a text of similar structure, though only twelve-month 
intervals are still in evidence in the preserved parts.
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It is clear that texts of this sort cannot be intimately associated with 
solar eclipses, for in that case intervals of live and six months, and combi
nations thereof, would be relevant, but not, as we have here, a six-month 
followed by a one-month interval.

Finally a remark about Column I. Neugebauer assumed that it is a 
Col. F, giving lunar velocity; this still seems the best assumption, for though 
my attempts at reconstruction have failed we have already so many variants 
of Col. F that a new one would not be very surprising.

Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Added in Proof

Since my manuscript went to the printer I had occasion to examine the 
above texts, once again, in the British Museum. As a result, the following 
critical remarks should be added:

Text C
Col. II, 1. 1: 2,1 [8,6. . .lai] ; traces check with 8.
Col. II, 1. 6: 21,37,4[. . ; contrary to my reconstruction, collation shows

at least 7, instead of 4.

ACT No. 55
Obv. II, 1. 5’: 9,17,38,...; 17 looks more like 27.
Rev. Ill, 1. 1 8’ : the surface is preserved and is blank where is should 

be; there are traces of signs in I. 7’ and 8’, precisely where the 
writing should begin again. Hints of tab and lai are just visible at 
the end of Col. II.
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